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Introduction

Endometriosis is a condition characterized by the 
presence of uterine mucosal tissue outside the uterus. 
It affects 6%-10% of women of reproductive age being 
usually located in the pelvis [1]. Extra pelvic endometrio-
sis occurs less frequently, being described almost every-
where in the body: lung, liver, gallbladder, gastrointesti-
nal tract, perineum, central nervous system, umbilicus, 
inguinal hernias, or the abdominal wall. The latter may 
occur after surgical procedures that involve the uterine 
cavity, such as a cesarean delivery, allowing endometrial 
tissue to be transplanted. Meyer reported the first case of 
abdominal endometriosis in 1903 [2]. Since then, several 

case reports or mini-series have been reported in the liter-
ature. Abdominal wall endometriosis (AWE) may be an 
underreported pathology, partly because it has scarcely 
received attention in the radiologic literature. Dissemi-
nation of information regarding AWE outside the field 
of obstetrics and gynecology may be useful for guiding 
other physicians regarding the correct therapeutic ap-
proach to adopt, thus preventing re currence and malig-
nant disease [3]. 

The purpose of our review is to present the latest 
data regarding risk factors, clinical findings, imagistic 
findings, and management of abdominal wall endome-
triosis.

Methods

We performed a systematic literature search of Pub-
Med/MEDLINE, Google Scholar, and Ovid for all re-
search articles using the terms “abdominal wall endome-
triosis,” “abdominal wall endometriomas,” “abdominal 
wall mass,” and rectus abdominis scar” published up un-
til May 2017. The references of those articles were then 
reviewed and additional publications were evaluated.
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Prevalence

It is difficult to accurately determine the prevalence 
of the disease in the general population. The prevalence 
of AWE is generally estimated to be between 0.03% and 
1% [4,5]. Leite et al estimate that AWE will appear in 
0.03 to 3.5% of cases after obstetric procedures [3]. It 
is expected that its frequency will rise along with the in-
creasing rate of cesarean deliveries being performed.

Pathogenesis

The exact etiopathogenesis of endometriosis remains 
controversial and several theories have been proposed 
including coelomic metaplasia, implantation or retro-
grade menstruation, vascular and lymphatic metastasis, 
dissemination, direct transplantation, and aerosolization 
[6].

Two theories have been sug gested for the occurrence 
of AWE [7]. One theory suggests that endometrial cells 
may be transported to ectopic sites (particularly during 
surgical procedures that open the uterus). This is the 
most accepted theory and can explain why many patients 
with scar endometriosis do not have signs or a history 
of perito neal endometriosis. The other theory postulates 
that, under the right circumstances, primitive pluripo-
tential mesen chymal cells may undergo specialized 
differen tiation to form endometriomas. This theory can 
explain the few cases of AWE reported in the literature in 
patients without a surgical history.

Risk factors

Almost all cases reported in the literature occur after 
surgery involving the uterine cavity. Very few cases of 
AWE reported in the literature appear without any sur-
gery [8-11].

The majority of AWE reported has been described 
as being adjacent to cesarean-delivery scars [12-15]. In 
evaluating the obstetric history of 81 patients with en-
dometrioma, Wicherek et al stated that cesarean delivery 
performed before spontaneous onset of labor may sub-
stantially increase the risk of occurrence of scar endome-
triomas [16]. In a recent study of a series of 34 patients 
with histologically proved AWE after cesarean delivery, 
Khan et al noted a higher BMI in women with abdominal 
wall endometriosis compared with controls. They hy-
pothesized that suboptimal closure of either the uterine 
incision or the pelvic and abdominal layers due to the 
surgical difficulties encountered in obese patients may 
explain and support the implantation theory [17]. Sum-
athy et al consider that the popularisation of single-layer 

closure of the uterus and nonclosure of parietal and vis-
ceral peritoneum could be risk factors [18].

Although cesarean delivery and abdominal hysterec-
tomy scars are the most common predisposing factors, 
AWE has also been reported in laparoscopic trocar tracts 
or amniocentesis needle tracts [19]. The first case of 
AWE after laparoscopy was reported by Healey in 1995, 
and since then, 15 similar cases have been reported [20-
22].

UAE is reported to be associated with pelvic endome-
triosis is reported to be between 5.3% in a study by Ding 
and Zhu to 14.2–26% of cases [18,23].

Pathology

AWE may be confined to the superficial layers of 
the abdominal or pelvic wall, but it often infiltrates the 
deeper layers, com monly the rectus muscle. Based on 
the position near the abdominal wall layers, AWE can be 
superficial (in subcutaneous tissue only, above fascia), 
intermediate (infiltrating the abdominal rectus muscle 
fascia), and deep (in the abdominal rectus muscle, below 
fascia).

On gross specimen, the endometriotic tissue appears 
as a pinkish mass of firm consistency, and sometimes mi-
crocysts with brown material can be clearly distinguished 
from the surrounding yellowish subcutaneous fat [18]. 
When present in the muscle, AWE can also be easily dis-
tinguished due to its irregular appearance and hard con-
sistency [18]. The literature reviewed reported that the 
average lesion size ranged from 2.3 to 3.2 cm, whereas 
the largest lesion measured 12 cm [24,25].

A definitive diagnosis is made only at histopathologic 
analysis. Histopathologically, endometriosis can be diag-
nosed by the presence of endometrial glands, stroma, or 
hemosiderin pigment. AWE is associated with cytogenic 
cho rion and hyperplasia of smooth muscle tissue within 
the soft tissue and musculature of the anterior abdominal 
and pelvic wall, inflamma tory cells, and surrounding fi-
brosis [26].

Diagnosis

Typical patients with AWE present with a triad con-
sisting of a history of cesarean delivery, cyclic pain as-
sociated with menses, and nodules near a surgical scar 
[27]. Physical examination is essential for an accurate di-
agnosis. The nodule is usually found by palpation of the 
subcutaneous cellular tissue, around a scar. It is located 
cephalad and/or lateral to the Pfannenstiel skin incision. 
The cephalad location occurs because the fascial incision 
is generally not directly below the skin incision. This 
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effect is often more pronounced in patients with higher 
BMIs [28].

Apart from a cesarean scar, other documented loca-
tions for the tumor include ‘Villar’s nodule’ (endometrio-
sis in umbilical trocar scars), sterilization scars, inguinal 
scars, appendectomy scars, and upper abdominal scars 
[7,29,30]. Increase in the size of the lump, bleeding, and 
skin discoloration with cyclical changes of menstruation 
are not characteristically seen in all cases, but are pathog-
nomic of scar endometriosis. Some reports consider the 
cyclical nature of the complaint as an important factor 
that predicts abdominal wall disease [31], whereas others 
do not consider it a universal characteristic of the disease 
[32,33].

It is estimated that a correct diagnosis of scar endo-
metriosis is preoperatively made in approximately 20%-
50% of patients [31,33]. One pitfall in diagnosing AWE 
is that endometriosis may occur years after an operation 
or the nodule may not always be palpable. In some cases, 
the clinical aspect could be atypical, with no cyclic pain 
or modification of the nodule, and this might explain why 
its clinical recognition occurs late. In these cases, AWE 
can be confused with other surgical conditions. Often a 
general surgeon consults on AWE cases, and it is impor-
tant that not only gynecologists but also general surgeons 
are familiar with this entity [34].

Sometimes, scar endometriosis may be incidentally 
discovered in women who undergo imagistic examina-
tion for other reasons.

Imaging ultrasound

Ultrasonography usually represents the first step 
in the evaluation of soft tissue masses. The role of ul-
trasound is to confirm the presence of a lesion, even if 
small in size, and to provide useful information regarding 
its size, location, margins, and structure. It is very easy 
with ultrasound to differentiate cystic from solid masses. 
However, when the mass is solid, ultrasound lacks speci-
ficity and additional diagnostic methods are necessary. 
When AWE is compared with other forms of endometrio-
sis, we can say that AWE has features similar to those of 
deep infiltrating pelvic endometriosis [35].

Regarding the scanning technique, proper magnifi-
cation is recommended of the image to reduce the field 
of view to 3-5 cm in depth [36]. It is important first to 
identify on a transverse or longitudinal section the nor-
mal abdominal layers of the abdominal wall far from the 
site where the AWE is suspected. The following layers 
should be identified: the hyperechoic subcutaneous tis-
sue and the hypoechoic muscle layer covered by the thin 
hyperechoic abdominal fascia. The peritoneum can be 

Fig 1. a) Transverse sonogram of the abdominal wall showing 
a 33/22-mm abdominal wall endometriosis nodule with hypo-
echoic content and blurred outer margins (calipers). The nodule 
is enclosed in the subcutaneous fatty tissue above the muscular 
fascia, along the scar of a previous Cesarean section; b) Trans-
verse sonogram of the abdominal wall showing a nodule with 
hypoechoic content and cystic images.

identified as a thin hyperechoic line located above the 
intestine. The peritoneal fat located underneath the mus-
cular layer can help in identifying the peritoneum. Then, 
sliding the probe while exerting slight pressure will help 
to locate the AWE, as a result of the pain induced [36]. 
Usually AWE appears on two-dimensional ultrasound 
as a nonhomogeneous hypoechoic mass with echogenic 
spots or thick echogenic strands that represent a fibrotic 
component in the abdominal wall (fig 1a) [24].

The margins are ill defined and there are blurred 
outer borders. The mass infiltrates the surrounding tis-
sue due to an inflammatory reaction triggered by the 
monthly hemorrhage in this tissue [37]. A hyperechoic 
ring can be observed at the periphery of the nodule, and 
on histology, it represents edematous adipose tissue filled 
with cells of inflammatory origin (histiocytes and granu-
locytes) [36]. The echogenic patterns are dependent on 
the haemorrhagic and fibrous components of the lesions 
and on the phase of the patient’s menstrual cycle [38]. 
Some authors consider however that the echo pattern is 
not always correlated with the menstrual pattern [33]. In 
some published cases, the ultrasound pattern is described 
as cystic or multicystic (fig 1b) [39]. Occasionally, a le-
sion appears with only punctate hypoechoic cavities in 
the abdominal scar [26].

The irregular shapes and borders of the endometri-
otic nodule appear clearer on the coronal plane of 3D ul-
trasound (fig 2) [40]. Three-dimensional ultrasound has 
proved to be very useful in recent years both in gynecolo-
gy and obstetrics [41,42]. The 3D coronal plane provides 
a more precise analysis of the surrounding tissue and the 
depth of infiltration can be easily seen. 3D plays an im-
portant role in preoperative assessment by measuring the 
mass in all three planes and assessing whether the AWE 
invades the abdominal fascia. This is important in pre-
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operative evaluation of the mass, especially if no other 
imagistic tools like CT or MRI are used. In the case of 
a large nodule, mesh may be needed to repair the fascia, 
and these procedures require adequate counselling and 
precise surgical planning. Therefore, exact knowledge 
of the AWE location is helpful in planning the surgery, 
choosing the reference hospital and surgical team, pre-
dicting the time of surgery, and securing additional mate-
rial, such as mesh [43].

The vascular pattern can be different, from small 
and scanty vascularized lesions to large lesions with 
several vascular pedicles entering the mass from differ-
ent points to abundant central vascularization (fig 3). 
Usually the small lesions are located in hypovascular 
subcutaneous fat, thus their growth is limited [44]. Dop-
pler velocimetry can show intralesional vascularization 
if the tumor size is greater than 15 mm [44]. The pres-
ence of central vascularity is a highly determinative 
finding of malignancy for soft tissue lesions, according 
to Fleischer et al [45]. Both clinicians and radiologists 
should consider, in the presence of a rapidly growing, 
painless mass and the absence of previous surgery, ma-
lignant soft tissue masses in the abdominal wall as a 
differential diagnosis. 

Elastography is a novel ultrasound-based imaging 
modality that assesses the elasticity of visualized tissues. 
One of the many elastography methods is strain elastog-
raphy, based on the phenomenon that after applying pres-
sure with the probe the strain of hard tissues is lower than 
that of soft tissues. Gradient values of strain are visu-
alized on a color map, representing the stiffness of the 
examined area [43]. Wozniak et al showed that elastogra-
phy improves the performance of B mode ultrasound in 
the preoperative assessment of AWE location. Moreover, 
the accuracy of alpha-blend elastography in the preop-
erative assessment of AWE location is not decreased in 
overweight and obese patients [43].

All the described ultrasound findings are nonspecif-
ic, and a wide spectrum of disorders that may result in 
a mass in the abdominal wall should be considered in 
the imaging differential diagnosis. This includes prima-
ry or metastatic tumor, desmoid tumor, lymphoma, and 
non-neoplastic causes, such as suture granuloma, ventral 
hernia, hematoma, abscess, or re tained surgical material 
[8,46]. Sonography may exclude granuloma, hernia, he-
matoma, abscess, or seroma in view of the solid appear-
ance and vascular nature of AWE [24].

Acute hematomas are typically highly echogenic 
whereas seromas and resolving hematomas are hypo-
echoic or anechoic. Abscess demonstrates an air-fluid 
level. Correlation with clinical history is important, be-
cause both hematomas and abscesses manifest in the 

setting of a recent surgery or procedure [47]. Lympho-
celes are usually anechoic and have septa. A granuloma 
on ultrasound may appear as irregular and inhomogene-
ous, partly hyper- and partly hypoechoic and is difficult 
to characterize at imaging alone and may require biopsy 
[47].

Difficulties can appear in the differential diagnosis 
with desmoid tumours. Abdominal wall desmoid tumours 
are rare, slow-growing, benign, muscular-aponeurotic fi-
brous tumours with the tendency to locally invade and 
recur. Desmoid tumours lack a capsule and are infiltra-
tive. Therefore, although histologically benign, they are 
locally aggressive. Typically, desmoid tumours do not 
manifest with cyclical pain imaging, and clinical findings 
must be closely correlated because the ultrasound ap-
pearance of a des moid tumour may closely resemble that 
of scar endometriosis. On ultrasound, des moid tumours 
are usually small and hypoechoic with well-defined mar-
gins (fig 4) [48].

Metastases usually present on ultrasound as poorly 
defined hypoechoic masses with increased vascularity. 
In lymphoma, ultrasound findings are often nonspecific, 
and the appearances are variable, including a large mass, 

Fig 2. a) The reconstructed coronal plane with 3D ultrasound 
shows the heterogeneous mass with irregular and speculated 
margins; b) The reconstructed coronal plane with 3D ultra-
sound shows the heterogeneous mass with irregular and specu-
lated margins and cystic images inside of the tumor.

Fig 3. Color Doppler US images showing peripheral flow with-
in the mass (a and b).
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nodal or confluent nodal structures, small nodules (<1 
cm), and disseminated myositis and panniculitis [49].

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is typically considered the best method for de-
scribing the anatomy of a soft tissue mass and its sur-
rounding structures. MRI imaging is preferred in younger 
patients, because of its improved tissue characterization 
and lack of ionizing radia tion. It can detect even very 
small lesions and has the advantage of a clearer depiction 
of the delineation between muscles and abdominal sub-
cutaneous tissues and infiltration of abdominal and pelvic 
wall structures [26]. MRI can determine the location and 
depth of infiltration in the surrounding tissues, informa-
tion useful in choosing the best method for closing the 
fascia defect during surgery.

AWE appears as a hyperintense heterogeneous nod-
ule associated with a surgical scar on both T1- (with and 
without fat suppression) and T2-weighted images, a re-
sult of subacute hemor rhage within the endometriotic 
crypts although this finding may vary [26,38,50] ( fig 
5). MRI imaging is capable of showing the presence of 

hemorrhage in the abdominal wall mass and can provide 
informa tion on the chronicity of a hematoma associated 
with scar endometriosis or other processes [47]. A feed-
ing vessel also occasionally can be seen. Alternatively, 
scar endometriosis may be isointense relative to muscle 
on T1-weighted images and may be difficult to identify 
[33]. In cases with chronic scar endome triosis, lesions 
may have spiculated margins and low signal intensity on 
T2-weighted images, be cause of both dominant fibrotic 
and hemosiderotic components [26,47].

However in AWE, the signal characteristics and con-
trast enhancement pattern of AWE are not specific, and 
the true histological nature of soft-tissue masses often 
cannot be made, with a few exceptions (eg, lipoma or 
haemorrhage) [46,51].

Computerized tomography 

Computerized tomography (CT) involves irradiation 
and requires an intravenous contrast agent. On CT AWE 
typically appears as a solid soft-tissue mass directly as-
sociated with an area of surgical scarring [47]. The find-
ings depend on the phase of the menstrual cycle, the pro-
portion of stromal and glandular elements, the amount 
of bleeding, and the degree of inflammatory and fibrotic 
response. It may be hyper attenuating compared with 
muscle, although its attenuation may vary [37,52.]. Usu-
ally, mild to moderate enhancement is seen after adminis-
tration of intravenous contrast material [24,47]. Feeding 
vessels may be seen within or adjacent to the mass. How-
ever, it may be difficult to distinguish scar endometriosis 
from bland scarring and other processes at unen hanced 
and contrast-enhanced CT; thus, correla tion of clinical 
and imaging findings is important [26].

The different imaging modalities (ultrasound, MRI, 
CT) are nonspecific but useful in determining the extent 
of disease and assist in the planning of operative resec-
tion, especially in recurrent and large lesions [53].

Fine needle aspiration

Ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration (FNA) is 
an accurate, inexpensive diagnostic procedure in wom-
en with abdominal wall masses, showing the difference 
between benign and malignant conditions. It has been 
reported to diagnose endometrioma in isolated cases 
[54-58]. FNA is easy to perform because the nodule is 
firm [59]. With FNA, clusters can be identified of epi-
thelial endometrial-like cells, endometrial-like stromal 
cells, and haemosiderin-laden macrophages in the lesion. 
Sometimes because of the limited amount of sample ma-
terial as well as the presence of fibrotic tissue in the old 

Fig 4. Abdominal desmoid tumor – hypoecoic nodule with 
regular contour.

Fig 5. MRI- Axial T1- enhanced T1-weighted fat-sup¬pressed 
showing a mass (white arrows) within the anterior abdominal 
wall abutting the right rectus abdominis muscle with foci of 
hyperintensity suggesting haemorrhage.  
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lesions of endometriosis, the diagnosis on FNA may be 
inconclusive and an additional histologic biopsy may be 
considered [11].

However, FNA use is controversial because of the 
risk of caus ing new implants at the puncture sites [27]. To 
avoid the spread of endometriosis after these procedures, 
it is advisable to include the site of aspiration in the field 
of operative resection [53].

Risk of malignization

Malignant change in AWE is rare and is reported in 
only about 1% of cases [24]. The principal risk factors 
of malignant transformation of endometriosis include ad-
vanced age of the patient, if they are postmenopausal, 
and if the tumor diameter of an endometriotic lesion is 
9 cm [60]. Malignancy of AWE may occur from just a 
few months until up to 18 years after surgery [24]. Clear 
cell carcinoma is the most common histological sub type, 
and the 20-month survival rate is only 57% [61]. Several 
other types have been sporadically reported in the lit-
erature, including carcinosarcoma, cystadenocarcinoma, 
and serous papillary carcinoma [62-64]. The main pre-
vention method is represented by wide excision of AWE 
with clear margins. 

Management

Some studies have reported the use of medical treat-
ment (oral contraceptives, gonadotropin-releasing hor-
mones, danazol, and progesterone) though with a low 
rate of success and often followed by recurrence after 
cessation of the drug [31].

Surgery represents the treatment of choice for AWE 
because it offers the best chance for both definitive diag-
nosis and treatment. It is important to remove the nod-
ule and the adjacent fascia completely; otherwise, AWE 
can reoccur or new lesions can form if the neighbouring 
parenchyma is inoculated during the operation [31]. In 
cases of small nodules, which are present in most cases, 
superficially located surgery can be relatively easy. In 
several cases, the excision may be technically diffi cult 
and the surgical mass excised may need to be enlarged 
if the lesion extends to deeper tissues, such as aponeuro-
sis, muscle, or more rarely, peritoneum. In these cases, 
sometimes a mesh or aponeurotic muscle flap for cover-
ing the defect is needed [65]. Surgical resection leads 
to healing in 95% of cases, and relapses occur in the 
rest of the cases [8]. Usually a high rate of recurrence 
(9.1%) is related to a previous inadequate resection of 
the endometriotic lesion [31]. The margins should be at 
least 1 cm [18].

Although all authors recommend adequate surgical 
excision for favourable outcomes, no studies have ad-
dressed whether the size of the surgical margin affects 
the recurrence rate. 

Prevention

Because scar endometrioma mainly originates dur-
ing cesarean delivery, it is important to reevaluate the 
best prac tices and care related to this procedure. Sev-
eral methods are recommended to avoid the incidence 
of AWE, including handling uterine tissue very gently, 
ensuring meticulous control of bleeding, washing of the 
intraabdominal cavities before closure of the abdomen, 
and avoiding subcutaneous dead spaces [66]. Sumathy 
et al recommend exteriorisation of the uterus for sutur-
ing, leaving alone the endometrium while suturing, strict 
irrigation of the abdominopelvic cavity, approximating 
the visceral and parietal peritoneum, and using separate 
needles for uterine and abdominal wall suturing [18]. Up 
to now, no data suggest that these strategies can prevent 
the occurrence of scar endometriosis. New studies are 
required to determine which prophylactic measures are 
most efficient.  

Conclusion

AWE is a condition that generally, but not exclusive-
ly, occurs in patients who have a palpable mass associat-
ed with pain and a previous pelvic surgery. Combination 
of 2D, 3D, and Doppler sonography in correlation with 
clinical data and patient history (particularly the occur-
rence of previous surgery adjacent to the lesion) may aid 
considerably in making the correct diagnosis of AWE. 
The different imaging modalities (ultrasound, MRI, CT) 
are nonspecific but useful in determining the extent of 
disease and assist in the planning of operative resection, 
especially in recurrent and large lesions. 

Although rare, it is important that physicians or so-
nographers are familiar with this pathology. Considering 
the increasing rate of caesarean deliveries, it is expected 
that this pathology will be encountered more frequently 
in daily practice. 

Conflict of interest: none
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